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Before you forward my draft letter to Kodak on to Jeremy, please consider the following:My draft letter does 

not list specific recommendations for film analysis made by various independent researchers, as my internal 

memo did, because Senior Staff was uncomfortable withits tone, saying it was too "conspiracy oriented;" they 

therefore did not want Kodak to see anything with that degree of specificity. We then held our first, 

generalized, get-acquainted meeting with Kodak, and talked only in generalities, about possibilities. This was 

fine, and appropriate, for a first meeting.However, as I recall, Mr. Williamson asked us to prepare a document 

laying out the scope of what we want considered. After all, the whole point of this next step is for Kodak to 

bounce the scope of what we MIGHT want done against what has already been done, so that they can then 

present us with options as to as-yet untried photographic procedures, and what they would cost. The 

enclosure to the draft letter, after listing film name and format, tells Kodak whether we are interested only in 

"authenticity" or "enhancement:" in preparing the draft in this simplified format, I am following Jeremy's 

suggestion. David Marwell perused my draft on my computer screen as it was being written, and didn't like 

this at all...he thought we should only be providing Kodak with the name of the film and the film 

format.Although I have turned in the product in the format suggested by our boss, I am not comfortable with 

the product. I believe we should be sending Kodak a document which not only defines the universe of film, 

and specifies "authenticity" or "enhancement," but which also should address in detail (in the Remarks 

column) exactly what we might want done with each film; i.e., in the case of the Zapruder Film, check frames 

313-340 to determine whether back of head is blacked out; check frames 313-340 to see whether the wound 

depicted on the top and right side of the head (especially frames 335 and 337) represents an artifact 

(artwork), or reality; etc., etc. Only if we do this will Kodak be able to present us with realistic and meaningful 

estimates on capabilities and costs at our next meeting. If we wait until the next meeting (when Mr. Milch 

comes down from the lab at Rochester) to make only oral (vice written) presentations of "sensitive" subjects, 

we are wasting valuable time, and then will risk the possibility that Kodak will misunderstand our oral 

remarks.Our cover letter makes clear that we are defining, for Kodak's consideration and study only, the 

widest possible definition of what we might want looked at, without regard yet to feasibility or cost. Because 

we are not committing ARRB yet to any course of action, and are only "asking the question," as requested by 

Kodak, it seems to me we should ask the whole question in each case, not half the question. We cannot expect 

Kodak to read our minds and miraculously propose tests and techniques (and cost estimates) for questions we 

have not asked in any detail.I'm hoping you will ask Jeremy to reconsider what we put in this letter; it would 
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